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Multigenerational African-

Canadians: Examining resilience

under Euro-Canadian

oppressionWhere you from? This

may not feel like a disconcerting

question for African Diaspora

people in Canada whose families

retain ties to Continental African

or Caribbean countries, even with 2

or 3 generations of residency in

Canada. However, imagine the pain

of answering that question when

your family has been here for 20

generations. I am referring to our

fellow African Diaspora

community members, African-

Canadians who, like our African-

American family, have been under

White-European oppression since

the 17th century. Despite their

small presence, African-Canadians’

significant contributions to our

fight for freedom and the formation

of Canada are indisputable. Some

of the many acts of courage and

innovation of this community

include Elijah McCoy’s innovative

mechanical engineering gift,  more

specifically his groundbreaking
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 invention of industrial lubrication, Mary

Ann Shadd becoming the first woman

publisher in Canada, founding and editing

Provincial Freedom that advocated for self-

determination/education amongst Black

people and, Viola Desmond, a civil rights

activist whose refusal to leave an “all-white”

section in a Nova Scotian movie theatre

became one of the most publicized incidents

in Canadian history. Africville in particular is

a perfect example of the intrinsic resilience

of African-Canadians to replicate the African

influenced village-like environment despite

malevolent forces attempting to hinder its

development.



Although enslaved African people were

living in Nova Scotia since the late

17th/early 18th century, Halifax was

founded in 1749 after being essentially

built from the ground up by enslaved

African-Canadian peoples. The official

record of Africville, which likely retained

its name due to the presence of enslaved

African people, was in 1761 after the land

was granted to several White families,

including those who sold and imported

enslaved African people. The area was

located on the southern shore of Bedford

Basin near the outskirts of Halifax. By

1848, two African-Canadian settlers,

William Arnold and William Brown,

bought land in Africville. This area

Africville

served as an area for African

Diaspora refugees from the war of

1812, African Diaspora refugees

fleeing enslavement in the United

States of America (USA) and

Jamaica- the refugees from Jamaica

were called Jamaican Maroons. The

City of Halifax (Euro-Nova

Scotians) was determined to impede

the self-determining efforts of

African people in this area by

erecting prisons, infectious

hospitals and a garbage dump

around the area, while denying

Africville basic amenities including

sewage, access to clean water, and

garbage disposal. Despite Euro-

Nova Scotians’  dehumanizing

efforts, Africville exemplified a

“village”  and self-sufficiency as

evidenced by the creation of

various institutions including

community schools, churches, a

post office and was the birthplace

of one of the first hockey leagues in

the world, 



The Colored Hockey League, in 1895. Four

African Diaspora Baptist leaders formed

the league in response to de facto

segregation in Canada, and the league

served as the unofficial predecessor of the

Euro-Canadian National Hockey

Association (NHA) established in 1909,

which later transitioned into the National

Hockey League (NHL) in 1917. It was

ironic that Euro-Nova Scotians, who

created and maintained the inhumane living

conditions of Africville, audaciously

characterized the community as a “slum” ,  a

publicly accepted sentiment that helped

justify the planning for the destruction of

Africville. Euro-Nova Scotians vouched for

and succeeded in demolishing Africville in

1970, a dreadful occurrence that continues

to disturb the souls of African-Canadians

today.

Still We Rise

African-Nova Scotians continue

to pay homage to the historic

site as they reflect on the 150

years of resilience typified by

their community members. Lest

we always remember Africville

being an illustrious example,

among many, illustrating

African-Canadians’  relentless

fight for freedom, self-

determination and self-reliance

against the wicked forces of

White supremacy.
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